This paper discusses the experiments performed for predicting the emotion intensity in tweets using a generalized supervised learning approach. We extract 3 kind of features from each of the tweets -one denoting the sentiment and emotion metrics obtained from different sentiment lexicons, one denoting the semantic representation of the word using dense representations like Glove, Word2vec and finally the syntactic information through POS N-grams, Word clusters, etc. We provide a comparative analysis of the significance of each of these features individually and in combination tested over standard regressors available in scikit-learn. We apply an ensemble of these models to choose the best combination over cross validation.
Introduction
In Natural Language Understanding, the field of sentiment analysis deals with the process of determining the polarity of a given text, such as positive, negative, neutral and mixed. In extension to this analysis, we have the emotion recognition task which deals with associating the text with predefined set of emotions like anger, fear, joy, etc. A general method of performing the emotion recognition task is to employ weak supervision models like emojis, hashtags and emoticons to mine emotion. Instead of using this discreet approach to emotion, continuous models that map text to an n -dimensional space with valence, arousal and dominance can be used.
Another interesting problem in the NLP space is the abundance of social media texts, especially twitter. Twitter is a micro-blogging site where people express themselves and react to content in real-time. An estimated 500 million tweets are generated on a daily basis. The peculiar nature of such micro-blogging sites is the form of expression through hashtags, emojis, slang and informal words etc. But analyzing this abundant information would help us to realize several insights about an event, person or organization.
It is with this motivation that the SemEval shared task on Emotion Intensity was conducted. Given a tweet and an emotion (anger, fear, sadness, joy) the aim is to determine the intensity score that can be seen as an approximation to the intensity felt by the reader or expressed by the author. The paper is divided into 3 sections hereon -the second section talks about the system description, the third section on a comparative analysis of results and finally a discussion on the future scope.
System Description
The datasets for anger, joy, fear and sadness were created using a technique called the Best Worst Scaling. (Mohammad and Kiritchenko, 2016) These annotations lead to reliable fine grained intensity scores which can be used to imply the intensity or the degree of an emotion expressed. The detailed data collection information can be found in Mohammad et al.(Mohammad and Turney)
Pre Processing
This step includes modifying the raw tweets to a form that can be easier to process for the further steps. It has already been asserted that the nature of the text in question is peculiar as it is mined from social media. In addition to regular usage of words emoticons, user ids and URLs are common in social media. It is very important to note that while the tweet is tokenized into words, the process is twitter-aware, or the splitting is done keeping in mind the utility of User IDs and URLs as separate entities.
We tried 2 kinds of tokenizers : tweetokenize and regular expressions using the regex expression matching in python. We demonstrate below the difference in tokenizing for each of these and why we chose tweetokenize as it was more tweet aware.
The sentence used is : What are some good #funny #entertaining #inter-esting accounts I should follow ? My twitter is dry
Feature Extraction
The baseline feature made available is the Affective Tweets package, which includes a number of lexicon based and syntactic feature extraction modules. After a thorough analysis of various systems of NLP competitions from Kaggle, KD Nuggets and various other conferences, we narrowed down to 3 type of important features.
Lexicon Based
Many of the tasks related to sentiment and emotion are using these features extensively . A lexicon is a dictionary of words with labels specifying their sentiments and scores to identify the intensity of text. Table 1 shows the different lexicons used, the scores they contribute and the size of the corpus. Using the above features selectively leads to a 135 dimensional feature vector, which as we observe is still relatively sparse with only a few non zero values.
Semantic Based
To overcome limitations of using the sparse lexicon based features and to add the semantic meaning of the words, compactly represented low dimesional dense vector encodings called word embeddings are also included. Glove embeddings, which are 200 dimensional vectors trained on 2 billion corpus are integrated. Although these vectors accurately represent the significance of a word in a context, the sentence embeddings or the representation in a sequential manner is not focused on in this section. The sentence embedding is considered to be the average of the individual word embeddings of the sentence. The final represented sentence embedding is a 25 dimensional vector.
Syntactic Based
Although the meaning of the individual words have been taken into account in the semantic based vectors, it is essential to encode certain other aspects of the word, like part of speech tags, brown clusters and word n grams.
The final feature vector is chosen based on the significance of each of the individual features, when input to regressors to maximize the pearson coefficient.
Regressors
Each of the above features have very little correlation between each other as they represent different aspects of the text. Hence the regressors such as Support Vectors Regression, AdaBoost, Random Forest Regressor and Bagging regressor, etc can be used effectively. The feature vectors are used without any kind of normalization.
Hyper Tuning
The sci-kit package enables an extensive grid search mechanism to find the optimum value of the various hyper parameters of a regressor. Figure 1 shows the different values of C and gamma taken by the regressor to maximize the cost function of pearson coefficient using 10 fold cross validation. It shows anger, fear, joy and sadness metrics in a clockwise manner. 
Results
Only the semantic and lexicon based features are seen to be having a positive affect on the pearson coefficient while the syntactic feaatures show almost no improvement. Hence, they are discarded from further analysis. The 10 fold cross validation shows best performance in the case of employing all the different lexicons available in concatenation with the average word embedding. 
Experimental Results

Limitations
The features that were chosen to represent the sentences, although having limitations in terms of missing context, perform significantly well in estimating the emotion. Table 3 analyzes the system's predictions in cases were the gold labels were close to the final value as well as the erroneous cases.
In cases where there are multiple instances of displaying emotion the model is very successful as seen in the first samples of every emotion. We also observe that the emoticons and punctuation are very well accounted for, like @SteveConteNYC lovely! :) and @rohandes Lets see how this goes. We falter in SL and this goes downhill. :(. It can also be said that the model is twitter aware as it often attributes an intensity based on the relative importance of the hashtag and emoticon.
There are broadly three cases where the system has trouble -one where there is very little context to decide an emotion, which is problematic even for the manual annotation, like I talked to an Asian yesterday. This should not be misunderstood with racial bias but merely a lack of training data. The second case is Sarcasm, like Every time I fart my dog jumps in fear hahahaha lol. While the lexicon based features attribute high intensity of fear due to direct usage of the word fear, it has to be understood that words such as hahahaha, lol have a diminishing effect on this sentiment. Finally, we also see that in cases where there is no direct usage of the words from lexicon but merely the context of the preceding sentences that decide the emotion, like Me at Start of Semester Expecting = A+ After Mids = B+ After Finals = Passing Marks. Thinking to quit MS. This is quite expected due to the choice of features we employed.
Future Work
The main limitation of this approach is overlooking the importance of context and compositionality of the sentence, in addition to the semantic and syntactic attributes. This can be taken into account by using bi-directional LSTMs -long short term memory approach. LSTMs allow for learning sentence representations that account for context to be stored in memory over a longer distance through a mechanism of forgetting and memory at each stage, thus tackling the problem of vanishing gradient. (Olah) Although Convolution Neural Networks have been discovered for image recognition tasks, recent research of (Kim, 2014) show exceptionally high accuracy of CNNs when trained on word embedding for language understanding tasks. The CNNs effectively appply filters of different sizes to images which can be understood as considering a n-gram featurizer and deciding on the most effective n-gram that contributes to the meaning of the tweet.
